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NEWSLETTER – APRIL 2013

This issue is a little late but better late than never, I have been on holiday at Scottburgh and am still in holiday
mode, and to make me even more relaxed I have retired from full time employment for the 3

rd
time. So my time

now divided between model railways, the plot and home, paperwork, model railways, EMRIG, fitting decoders
etc and the odd task for the wife. So life is good.

What has been happening during the last few weeks and what is being planned for EMRIG and its members?
Quite a lot so please read on and comment, do you enjoy your hobby, what the club provides, the camaraderie,
visits? Please let me know what you would like to have?

Member News
A new topic which I think is necessary; after all a club is an association of people who have common interests
and become friends so we care for each other.

Sickness and poor health has recently hit Ken Baisley, Paul Jackson and Geoff Kingsburgh, we wish you all well
and hope that you quickly recover and soon be back in good health and with us at the club.

Theuns Wessels has been absent due to overseas business trips and his mother is not well so as a good son he
is spending most of his free time with her in Bloemfontein. Theuns, may your mother recover soon, our thoughts
and prayers are with you and Belinda.

I have received good news from Mike Ingles; he is well and active in his new environment by the sea. He is
busy building his new model railway and track laying has started. Some photos please Mike and a few words for
the Newsletter; he sends his salaams to one and all.

Layout Visits Report Back
The visit planned for March had to be postponed to later in the year but the April visit to John Burkhardt's
Bahnhof went off well and was attended by about 14 members. I am awaiting a report back with photos by one
of the attendees so the report will come in the next Newsletter. I hear that all went well and those who have
spoken to me where impressed and enjoyed the day out. Thanks to John and his good lady Averyl.

Hobbitech

Our involvement with
Rotary and Hobbitech
continues to be healthy
and again our
involvement was highly
appreciated by Rotary
and the public. Our 2
new layouts were in
action and despite not
being completed the
public stiil came and saw
the little and not so little
model trains go round,
and round, and round.

Amazing what effect a bit of greenery and a few buildings can do to a bare plank!



The N gauge layout with the loooong trains was a great attraction. The more observant visits even noticed the
scale sized sheep and the cowboys on their horses!

The only part of the H0/00layout this is complete. Sure enough temptation too much for the kids, many fingers
tested the water. Modeled by our Johan de Villiers, with BR Black 5 loco and local passenger train.

So many thanks to those who put in the hours, and money to achieve what were 2 very attractive but incomplete
operational layouts. As they are still under construction many questions were asked about how to start a layout,
where to obtain the materials and components and where to start! We expect a couple of new memebrs as a
result.

Progress Report on the Exhibition layouts

As can be seen from the photos above considerable prograss has been made but there is still much work to do.
Both layouts are operational but trackwork on the H0/00 still needs completeing, some sidings to be laid. Also



we learned from operational experience that the main line fiddle yard points also need motorising.

Both layouts need more work on the scenery, the H0/00 layout only has the waterfall completed. The back scene
scenic divider, hills, tunnel and cutting need building plus the town buildings houses etc. So a few work days are
required to improve them. The next “exhibition” will be the swap meet that we are hosting on the 27

th
July so any

volunteers to assist? This coming weekend 18
th

may we will be assembling both to operational status and will
be available for operation, subject to availablilty of DCC power packs.

Proposed visit to Sentra Rand shunting yard

Shane has been doing some investigating for us and has now been successful. He can arrange a visit for us to
this large shunting yard but only on a Friday afternoon. So are you interested in having a conducted tour of this
modern operational automated installation? Can you make it on a Friday afternoon. Please let me know asap
so that we can arrange. As a starter I will be going and I suggest either Friday May 31

st
or 2 weeks later Friday

12
th

July. Any takers or other dates?

Attendance at the club layouts

It has become obvious that not many members use the layouts on Wednesdays, Sundays and even on Saturday
mornings. While we were building the exhibition layouts only 4 members came to run their trains on the
Saturdays, and only 1 on the Sundays. The conclusion then is that we are all spoilt by have virtually free and
continuously available train running facilities. Should we not consider only have say 2 Saturdays open? Do we
want a crowd on one Saturday a month or are you happy with the situation where only 3 or 4 members come
each Saturday?

My own opinion is that it is nice to meet ones buddies at the club, irrespective of the trains, and if I want to run
my trains I do not need a crowd resulting in having to wait for space and share the track with others. So leave
the situation as it is, but once a month have some event at the club that draws more if not all members to the
venue for a good social and or train running session. An operating session perhaps? Comments??

Duty Roster

I have produced an updated roster a copy of which is attached. As a result of the “low” attendance I have not
allocated a duty man for Wednesdays as all of those who were on roster duty have keys so they can go
whenever the want, and which ever day not only Wednesdays. So if you are not one of those with keys then
contact one of them with keys and make a plan. Same on Sundays although the current arrangement is only
open on the second Sunday of the month.

Forthcoming Events

The visit to Sentra Rand marshalling yard is a possibility otherwise nothing firm set for May. The hoped for visit
to the Tswabac layout has not materialised but I am still working on it. On June 30

th
we are invited by Jim

Mcluskie to see his fine Western Region Layout. See the events calendar for other future events

EVENTS Calendar

Attached is latest updated newsletter, I try and keep the Events Calendar up to date and moving so please read
it or you may miss out. Any ideas for outside of club room activities are welcomed. I am determined to have at
least one a month so what would you like to see or do?

Items for Sale
Now and then members have items for sale so if you want them to be mentioned in this Newsletter let me know,
give me the details and I will include them here.

Swapmeet at EMRIG on 27th July

Following the initial swapmeet that we held just before Christmas we have been asked to hold 3 a year at our
club premises at Checkers Hyperama. The management have agreed so our second will be on the 27

th
July and

the third on the 21st December just when many are looking for last minute modelling presents etc. Many traders
of model railway items will be supporting us, (including Hobbies and Models, Graig’s, Dick the tree man and
Mervyns Trains), our two exhibition layouts will be operational and so your support is welcomed as assistants
and buyers, or just gawkers, does not matter which. So watch this space for further details



Recent Acquisitions

As modellers and collectors we are always looking for bargains or new models that we would love to own. Have
you anything new, or old that you are proud of and want to share with others or would like to see? If so send me
the details and photos and I will include them in the Newsletter. So what is this loco and who owns it?

Okay for those who have been aware of my purchase, with much drama from an Australian model maker it has
finally arrived after many weeks of frustration. It is a Class AD60 Garratt which was used by the New South
Wales Government railways on their heavy bulk ore trains, the model looks good on my British layout..

The NSWGR AD60 class Beyer-Garratt was one of only two 4-8-4+4-8-4 type Garratt in the world. Fifty were
ordered from Beyer, Peacock and Co. of Manchester, England, in two batches of 25, the first being placed in
service in 1952 and the last in 1957. Principal specifications were 200 lb/sq. in. boiler pressure, 19¼ x 26”
cylinders and 4’7” diam. coupled wheels. Modern features included long-travel Walschaerts valve gear, cast
one-piece engine beds from the USA, power reverse, mechanical stoker and roller bearings on all axles and on
the big end and main driving crankpin bearings. Engines in the initial batch weighed 256 tons, with a maximum
axle load of 16½ tons (on the trucks), and produced a starting tractive effort of 59,560lb. After initial service
revealed that the 14-ton bunker capacity was insufficient for through runs to Goulburn, the second batch was
built with an enlarged coal bunker holding 18 tons of coal, which raised the total weight to 263 tons. The earlier
Garratts were altered to conform, but the addition to the back of the bunker was always visible. A number of
circumstances conspired to cut delivery of the second batch to 17 complete locos and five sets of spares, so that
the class ultimately totalled 42 engines, numbered 6001-6042, Beyer, Peacock builder’s numbers 7473-7497
and 7528-7544. The last to enter service was 6040, on 2 January 1957.

Although ordered as ‘go-anywhere’ units with a branch line axle load, they were initially pressed into intensive
mainline service hauling heavy ore trains from the interior to the export harbours

It is a great model and pulls well, has great Garratt only sound and is a great addition to my “British Railways ”
layout. It was greatly admired on the club layout yesterday.

Cheers for now and
Happy Modelling,

Colin TT 082 828 0665 / cttremaine@mweb.co.za


